The specifications listed in this catalogue and quoted for
systems are the actual values derived by testing under
working conditions. All non-certified specifications should
be considered approximate and represent typical values.
Testing is conducted in a vibration-isolated,
environmentally controlled lab at 20°C ±1°C. All catalog
specifications are generated on a “per axis” basis.

Linear Stages
The standard specifications certified for linear stages are
straightness, flatness, accuracy, and bi-directional
repeatability. Plots are provided for each axis showing the
values of the specifications along the entire travel range of
the stage. Linear stages are mounted to a granite base or
mounting fixtures that have a ±0.0002 inch flatness
geometrical tolerance. Straightness, flatness, accuracy, and
repeatability are measured using a laser interferometer and
the respective optics and retroreflectors. Unless otherwise
noted, testing is performed at a height of 1.75” above the
stage under a no-load condition.
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HALAR
High accuracy versions of most stages are available and are
specified as the HALAR option. HALAR stages are
optimized for the highest levels of performance and are
then error mapped. For systems provided with Aerotech
controllers, the calibration file is preconfigured on the
controller. For third-party controllers that have error
mapping capability, the calibration file is provided as an
ASCII text file.

Metrology, Testing, and Certification

Every stage that is marked with the
Aerotech certified symbol is carefully
tested in Aerotech’s state-of-the-art
metrology lab. The positioning stage or
system is certified to meet or exceed the
specifications outlined in the catalog.
Detailed performance characterization
plots are supplied with the system. All
equipment is set up and tested with the actual controllers
and drivers that ship with the system. In the event that only
mechanics are purchased, all stages are tested with
appropriate controllers and drivers.

Engineering Reference

Metrology, Testing and Certification

Rotary Stages
The standard specifications certified for rotary stages are
accuracy, repeatability, tilt error motion, and orthogonality
for two-axis gimbal mounts. All standard testing for rotary
stages is performed using an autocollimator. Plots are
provided for each axis.

Alternate Testing
Non-standard testing is available and will be quoted per
customer requirements. Some examples of non-standard
testing are: pitch, yaw, roll, velocity stability, and dynamic
straightness. Pitch and yaw testing is done using an
autocollimator.
Special testing is available for multi-axis systems to
characterize performance in the assembled configuration, at
the actual working height with a simulated load. Please
consult the factory for more information and pricing.

Accuracy and bidirectional repeatability plotted along the entire
travel range providing a detailed characterization of the stage.

Linear Error Plot - X-Axis
Error in μm
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FLATNESS Plot: X-Axis
Error in μm
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Numerical Analysis: NMTBA (modified) 3.0σ
Algebraic Sign Convention
Accuracy (A):
2.859 μm
2.429μm
Accuracy (A):↑
2.338μm
Accuracy (A):↓
Repeat:
1.748 μm
0.0μm
Repeat:↑
0.0μm
Repeat:↓
Mean Lost Motion:
-.09795 μm

Machine Name: ATS100-200-20P
Acquisition date: 11/18/1999 3:56:54 PM
Current date: 11/19/1999 2:10:35 PM
File Name: poserr.lin
Operator: D.S.
Location: 1.75" above TT
Serial No: 44012/6
Comments:
MAX ERROR : +6 MICRONS
MIN ERROR -6 MICRONS

Environment Data: Metric
Min

Max

Mean

20.0
760.73
50.0

20.0
760.73
50.0

20.0
760.73
50.0

-8
Air T
Air P
Air H
MT1 T
MT2 T
MT3 T

Expansion Coefficient: 11.7 PPM/°C

Environmental data is sampled and recorded, ensuring accurate data.

Machine Position in mm
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Numerical Analysis: Standard: USER 3.0 σ
Raw Accuracy:↑
0.9685μm
Slope (Lst Sq):
-1.18 μm/m
0.9685μm
Sys.Dev.Pos.(E):↑
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Machine Name: ATS100-200-U-20P
Acquisition date: 11/18/1999 3:10:44 PM
Current date: 11/19/1999 2:13:35 PM
File Name: strflt.str(Mod)
Operator: D.S.
Location: 1.75" ABOVE TABLE TOP
Serial No: 44012/3
Comments:
MAX ERROR +3 MICRONS
MIN ERROR -3 MICRONS
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Environment Data: Metric

Air T
Air P
Air H
MT1 T
MT2 T
MT3 T

Min

Max

Mean

20.0
760.73
50.0

20.0
760.73
50.0

20.0
760.73
50.0

Numerical analysis provides a summary of stage characteristics.
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